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Since the beginning of the last century the world is experiencing an important demographic
transition, which will probably impact on economic growth. Many demographers and social
scientists are trying to understand the key drivers of such transition as well as its profound
implications. A correct understanding will help to predict other important trends of the
world primary energy demand and the carbon emission to the atmosphere, which may be
leading to an important climate change. This paper proposes a set of coupled differential
equations to describe the changes of population, gross domestic product, primary energy
consumption and carbon emissions, modeled as competing species as in Lotka–Volterra
prey–predator relations. The predator–preymodel is well known in the biological, ecological
and environmental literature and has also been applied successfully in other fields. This
model proposes a new and simple conceptual explanation of the interactions and feedbacks
among the principal driving forces leading to the present transition. The estimated results
for the temporal evolution of world population, gross domestic product, primary energy
consumption and carbon emissions are calculated from year 1850 to year 2150. The
calculated scenarios are in good agreement with commonworld data and projections for the
next 100 years.
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1. Introduction

Since the last century, the world has experienced important
changes in demographic parameters. Better health care and
social improvements have decreased infant mortality and
have expanded longevity. As a consequence, world population
had increased constantly since 1800 up to approximate 1970,
but more recently that annual growth rate has been declining

at a high pace, showing a visible demographic transition. This
transition presents several aspects, on one side population
growth is slowing, but also age structure of the population is
changing (the proportion of young people is decreasing and
the fraction of elderly people is rising). Moreover, in developed
countries, increasing longevity and migration has masked an
important reduction trend in fertility. Different countries and
regions show different stages of this demographic transition.
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Many developing countries in East and Southeast Asia and
Central and Eastern Europe will experience significant aging
from about 2020. In other developing countries, however, the
demographic transition is less advanced, and working-age
populations will increase in the coming decades (IMF, 2004).
The question on how to model the population changes has
motivated demographers and social scientists to find suitable
models and new ideas. This demographic transition will most
probably have a real impact on economic growth, and
therefore, the development of sound models will be increas-
ingly relevant. Moreover, these changes will also impact on
energy primary consumption and carbon emissions, a very
sensitive aspect in dealing with global climatic change.

Economic growth has been a major concern among
economic theorists for centuries. Despite the different views,
population growth has always played an important role. But,
while some view population as detrimental to economic
growth, others see population as a major contributor.3 The
first type of ideas goes back to the writings of ThomasMalthus
(Malthus, 1798). The reasoning was that since land is limited
and has diminishingmarginal returns to its use, as population
increases and the land is harvested more intensely, the
economy reaches a zero growth in per-capita GDP. Similarly,
though moving away from fixed land to the possibility of
reproducible capital goods, Robert Solow (Solow, 1956) came to
the conclusion that increasing population produces a slowing
economy, since more investment is needed to maintain the
same per-capita output. This happens because, when the ratio
of machines per worker increases, per-capita output increases
as well, each time by diminishing incremental amounts.
Hence, at some point, the growth rate of GDP per capita ends
up falling to zero. The “solution” to this trap, brought about by
the neoclassical economic growth literature, was to assume
that the economy grew through an exogenous technical
progress (see, for example, the Cass–Koopmans–Ramsey
model, from Ramsey, 1928; Cass, 1965; Koopmans, 1965). The
role of technological changes in population and economic
growth has also been highlighted in several studies (Schump-
eter, 1934; Kremer, 1993; Kozulj, 2003).

But it should also be considered that population growth has
two effects: It increases the number of consumers and at the
same time increases the number of workers devoted to
productive activity and research, as well as the scale of the
economy. Hence, the so-called “endogenous growth models”
(lead by Paul Romer and Robert Lucas in the early 80s) were
able to forecast growth of GDP based, not on exogenous
technical progress, but rather on the existence of investment
on research and development or human capital accumulation
that generate by themselves growth (Romer, 1986; Lucas, 1988;
and a review of their research in Romer, 1994).4 Hence, a larger
population means more chance of having that kind of effect.

The economic theory debate on whether population
growth is detrimental or beneficial to the welfare of humanity
essentially comes down to the opposing conclusions of the
exogenous versus the endogenous growth models, or in
another words, diminishing returns versus creation of tech-
nology to overcome them. Empirically, the definition of
economic growth as an increase in output per capita implies
an inverse relationship between output (GDP) and population,
but not necessarily as a cause–effect relationship. If popula-
tion causes total economical output to increase faster than
population does, then it will produce an increase in per-capita
output. In fact, data evidence does not unambiguously support
either view of population growth. In any of the discussed
approaches, it is clear that there is a strong interaction
between population and economic output.

In this paper, the population dynamics and economic
growth are treated as a dynamic system described by a set of
ordinary differential equations in a general form of competing
species. The typical predator–prey model or Lotka–Volterra
relation (Lotka, 1925 and Volterra, 1926), is well known in the
biological, ecological and environmental literature (Carpenter
et al., 1994; Janssen et al., 1997; Jost and Arditi, 2000; Jost and
Ellner, 2000; Shertzer et al., 2002; Beisner et al., 2003; Song and
Xiang, 2006, andmany others). These relations have even been
applied in other fields, for example, in atmospheric chemistry
(Wang et al., 2002), in urban growth studies (Capello and
Faggian, 2002; Dendrinos and Mullally 1981, 1983; Puliafito,
2002, 2004, 2007), in the tourist industry (e.g. Casagrandi and
Rinaldi, 2002; Hernández and León, 2007). Economic models
based on prey–predator relations and system dynamics are
used to study the complex feedbacks between economy,
population, labor and capital (Goodwin, 1969; Samuelson,
1971; Woodwell, 1998; Johansen and Sornette, 2001; Ramos-
Jiliberto, 2005; Krutilla and Reveuny, 2006; Forrester, 1961,
1971).

In parallel to the above discussion of the links between
population, GDP and technological change, there is an equally
large literature on what are the determinants of world
emissions. The environmental economics literature on this
issue has two distinct lines of research. A theoretical one,
including pollution in mathematical growth models and an
empirical one, based mostly on different equations specifica-
tions relatingmainly carbon emissions to GDP per capita.5 The
theoretical works analyze the difference between optimum
and equilibrium and the possible solutions to that gap
(standards, taxes, etc.), including modeling of several
countries, but with few data counterpart. On the other side,
the emission-growth debate in the empirical articles is usually
referred to as Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC), since it
reflects that there is an inverted-U relationship between
emissions and GDP per capita.6 The intuition of that shape is
that at low levels of growth, the impact on the environment is
limited. Then, as development takes-off, resource depletion
and waste generation accelerates, while at higher levels of
income, increased demand for environmental quality results

3 For a detailed review of the literature of the determinants of
economic growth, see Barro and Sala-I-Martin (1998).
4 See Galor and Moav (2006) for a discussion on the importance

of human capital in sustaining physical capital accumulation as
an explanation for a more collaborative relationship among
capitalists and workers. In particular, the authors justify on those
grounds why capitalists find incentives to fund education
projects.

5 For a review of the literature on economic growth and the
environment, see Panatoyou (2000).
6 In fact, Kuznets' (1965) original work estimates the linkages

between income and inequality.
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in a decline of environmental degradation. For the specific
case of carbon emissions, studies as Holtz-Eakin and Selden
(1995), Schmalensee et al. (1998) obtained such a result. The
rest of the determinants of carbon emissions (for example,
population and technology) are usually incorporated in the
econometric regressions as “control” in a linear way. For
example, Shi (2003) introduced a linear population term, while
Neumayer (2002) included a technology variable, both of
which showed a significant relation with environmental
degradation. However, when more flexible functional forms
are allowed a more complex relationship between carbon
emissions and population, and carbon emissions and tech-
nology emerges. For example, in that line, Lantz and Feng
(2006) found that population and technology exhibit an
inverted U-shaped and U-shaped relationship respectively
with CO2 emissions.

More on the side of ecological economics literature, during
the early 1970s, Ehrlich, Holdren and Commoner proposed the
IPAT identity as a first guess to analyze the driving forces of
environmental change, i.e., Commoner et al. (1971) and
Ehrlich and Holdren (1971). The IPAT calculations establish
that environmental impacts are the product or combination of
three main driving forces: population, affluence (per-capita
consumption or production) and technology (impact per unit
of consumption or production). IPAT has been widely used to
study the effects of human activities on the environment
(Stern et al., 1992; Harrison and Pearce, 2000; Harrison, 1993;
Raskin, 1995; York et al., 2002). Here, following that same idea,
carbon emissions and energy demand are modeled as
dependent on socio-economic variables.

An additional issue associated to the link between GDP
growth and ecology has to dowith the possibility of a feedback
between emissions growth and economic growth. In effect,
Stern (2006) estimates that climate change (derived from
greenhouse gases emissions) will impact welfare by an
amount equivalent to a 5 to 20% reduction in consumption
per capita. The model presented here allows this kind of
scenarios.

This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2,
we propose a model for population and economic growth, and
we simulate it from year 1850 to year 2150. The results of the
simulation studies are then compared to data and estimations
of International Agencies. In Section 3, we introduce to the
same model a new set of equations to estimate the world
primary energy consumption and carbon emissions. The
results are compared to world agencies estimations as the
IPCC Scenarios. We discuss in Section 4 the sensitivity of the
model and conclude in Section 5.

2. Model and simulations for population and
GDP dynamics

2.1. The model

Lotka and Volterra (Lotka, 1925; Volterra, 1926) first proposed a
relation to explain the dynamics of two (or more species),
known also as prey–predator equations. Lotka–Volterra rela-
tions (LVR) might be seen as a particularization of more
general system dynamics equations. In fact, the LVR can be

found in the literature in many different forms and variations,
but it may be written as a set of two (or more) ordinary
differential equations (ODE).7 Some authors explicitly incor-
porate a logistic growth function for one of the species
(MacArthur, 1970; Armstrong and MacGhee, 1976; Abrams
and Holt, 2002; Marchetti et al., 1996; Seidl and Tisdell, 1999).
Some other LVR equations, especially in ecology, explicitly
specify a functional response to describe the interaction
between the two species (i.e., Holling, 1959; Blaine, and
DeAngelis, 1997; Fenlon and Faddy, 2006; among others).
Some LVR also include the concept of carrying capacity of the
environment (e.g. Seidl and Tisdell, 1999).8 For many years,
social scientists and demographers have used the concept of
logistic growth to describe population dynamics. Moreover,
defining a carrying capacity implies the idea of an upper limit
to that logistic growth.

The LVR, in essence, describes the interaction of two
species, where the growth rate of the first species is dependent
on the growth rate of the other species. In a very general way,
these equations are expressed as:

dp
dt

¼ ap� rpg
dg
dt

¼ rpg� bg

8><
>:

9>=
>; ð1Þ

where p is the population of one species (i.e. the prey), g the
population of the second species (i.e. the predator), dp

dt and
dg
dt

are the annual changes. The product rpg is the interaction
between both species, which represents a control or limiting
mechanism, being r a coefficient that regulates such interac-
tion. The coefficient a represents the prey's population growth
rate in absence of any interaction with the predator, and b is
the annual death rate of the second species in absence of the
first species.

From a mathematical point of view, if p and g have similar
temporal variation, which corresponds to a stationary frame,
the ratio g/p can be approximated to a constant (≈q). Then, it is
possible to rearrange Eq. (1) and show that p and g will
produce two logistic type equations for p and g:

if g=pcconstant Y

dp
dt

¼ ap� rpgcap� rqp2

dg
dt

¼ rpg� bgc
r
q
g2 � bg

:

8>><
>>:

ð2Þ

However, if the ratio g/p is not constant, a logistic type
curve can only result if also a and b are not constant but have a
proper variation. To represent these types of non-stationary
frames adequately, in particular in what concerns the short-
run changes, Eq. (2) can bemodified by including an additional
functionf(p,g,t), which modulates the growth rate a and b.
Function f(p,g,t) might be interpreted as an external excitation

7 Interesting to note is the fact that, depending on the chosen
parameters, these coupled no linear relation may show a chaotic
behavior.
8 These authors present a deep analysis on the various concepts

related to logistic growth and carrying capacity especially applied
to human demography studies as environmental limits to human
activity. They also suggest caution in the use of this concept in
human ecology, not to be interpreted as universal constant but
continuously modified by social and institutional settings.
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function, which comprises all other causes of variation not
included in the predator–prey solely mechanism.

In fact, the LVR is a closed model because the eventual
changes in the carrying capacity of the substrate are not
explicit. To make them explicit, considering now an open
model, the substrate has to be taken as varying along time, for
example due to the changing culture and technology. Al-
though population and gross domestic product may be fitted
to logistic type curves, there is no clear indication on which
may be the value of themaximum carrying capacity value, nor
a clear explanation for this limitation process. One possible
feedback mechanism, which may explain this limitation
processes is linked to the availability of natural resources.
Indeed, the idea of an upper population limit can be associated
to the availability of resources.9

Here, the proposed set of equations is a generalization in
the form of an open-system dynamic model. Note that the
rates of production or consumption of the species are written
without specifying the signs. To capture the influence of the
variation of the substrate on the growth rates of the
considered species, we include a functional response f. Now
Eq. (1) may be rewritten as:

dp
dt

¼ a1 þ a3 fð Þ pþ a2gp
dg
dt

¼ b1g þ b2pg

8><
>: ð3Þ

where the coefficients, α, b and r, have been replaced (to
include their own signs and units) by α1, α2 and β1, β2, while
α3 f modulates the growth rate α1.

When applying biological and ecological analogies, such as
LVR, to other sciences, one is tempted to define one variable as
a prey and the other as the predator. For example, Dendrinos
and Mullally (1981, 1983) proposed an application of LVR to
urban dynamics, defining the urban population as the
predator, and per-capita income as the prey. Instead also for
a similar urban dynamics application, Cappello and Faggian
(2002) define population as the prey, and land price as the
predator. So, in this respect, we prefer to apply a general
system dynamic approach without specifically naming either
variable as prey or predator, since we could probably find
different intuitive justification to choose one or the other
option. However, as it will be shown below, the GDP (as proxy
for natural resources) could be interpreted as the prey and the
population as the predator. Initially an increasing growth rate
of the GDP favors an increase in the population, up to certain
population level, where it follows first a population decline
followed later by a GDP reduction, beginning a new cycle or
transition.

The experience shows that most positive culture and
technology changes arise in scenarios with an increasing g/p
rate. Galor and Moav (2006) also suggest a function of g/p to
express the relation between the accumulation of physical
capital and the production of human capital. Therefore, the
function f(g,p,t) could be expressed in terms of the quotient g/p
or, more generically, as an expansion in power series of the

type ∑kn(g/p)n, with n being a positive integer. A first order
approximation is to set f equal to k1(g/p), but other solutions
are also possible adding further terms with greater values of n.
If f=kg /p is replaced in Eq. (3), Eq. (4) follows:

dp
dt

¼ a1pþ a3k1gþ a2gp
dg
dt

¼ b1g þ b2pg
:

8><
>: ð4Þ

As can be seen in this equation, (α3k1g+α2gp) is proportional
to dg /dt, which again clearly suggests the coupling between
changes in population and changes in GDP.

The coefficients α1 and β1 represent the growing rates for
population and GDP; α2 and β2 are the main control mecha-
nism in the LVR, whichmoderates the growth in p and g. Since
g/p has a near exponential growth, the first term in Eq. (4), for
example, with k1 positive, will induce to produce a higher
growth rate. Since α2 is negative, it will produce a reduction in
the growth rate, specially for higher values of g. The
combination of both coefficients allows a great flexibility in
the dynamic of the variables.

2.2. Simulations

Asmentioned above, the LVR type equations are characterized
as ordinary differential equations ODE, whose solutions may
derive in numerical instabilities (stiff equations). These
instabilities may occur, for example, when the coefficients of
the ODE are several orders of magnitude different. For an
interesting discussion on stiff ODE see Wang et al. (2002),
Seppelt and Richter (2005) and Press et al. (1999). In this case,
we solve the ODE using a Rosenbrock modification to Runge–
Kutta–Fehlberg (RKF) method in a FORTRAN 77 code as
suggested by Press et al. (1999). As sources of data, for years
1960 to 2006, and projections to 2015, we consulted several
international agencies databases, such as the International
Energy Outlook (EIA, 2005), United Nations Demographic
Yearbook (UN, 2004), the US Census Bureau (2006), and The
World Bank (2005), International Monetary Fund (2004). For
historical data (prior to 1960) we consulted estimations from
United Nations (1973, 1999), McEvedy and Jones (1978), Biraben
(1980), Durand (1974, 1977), Klein Goldewijk (2005), and
Maddison (1995). Additionally we compared the historical
values used in several global models such as Dynamic
Integrated Climate-Economy Model-DICE (Nordhaus, 1992),
and Integrated Modeling of Global Climate Change-IMAGE
(Alcamo, 1994).

Fig. 1 shows the predicted values of world population and
world gross domestic product from year 1850 to 2150 as
calculated by Eq. (3). The values used in Fig. 1 are as follow:
initial values T0=1850, final year TF=2100, step size DT=1.0,
P0=1.15 billion inhabitants, G0=0.21 trillion US$. The annual
rates are α1=0.3%, α2=−55/ (1018 US$); α3k1=5.2 Hab./US$,
β1=3.1%, β2=−2/ (1022 Hab.) Fig. 2 compares annual world
population changes for the model output with respect to the
data and projections from international agencies. Fig. 2a
shows the population changes in percentage and Fig. 2b as
absolute changes in millions of inhabitants. Fig. 3 shows the
world annual changes in %, calculated using the model and
compared to international databases. It is interesting to note

9 An interesting critical review of ecological and economical
analogies is presented by Ayres (2004).
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that the predicted shape of population over time follow a
logistic type curve (Fig. 1); and consequently the annual
changes is a “bell-shaped” type curve (Fig. 2b) as suggested
above in Eq. (2).10 By selecting a higher β2 coefficient also the
GDPwill take a logistic type curve. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of
per-capita GDP.

According to the proposed coefficients, the population will
have a slow growth of about 0.3% per year (typical value for
population growth prior to 1900), and it is boosted through the
per-capita growth rate increase present in the functional
response α3f. But the same GDP growth will limit the
population growth expressed by negative sign of α2. On the
other side, the mean growth of GDP at a high rate of 3.1% is
controlled by the population growth β2. The function f is then
used as a proxy function to represent the technological and
cultural changes. Since g and p are coupled, the function could
also be applied to g and obtain similar results. Figs. 2 and 3
show slow changes at the beginning of the transition phase,
then a maximum in years 1960–1970, followed by a steady
decline, tending to a new stabilization phase by about 2070
to 2080 of about 10,000 million inhabitants. According to the
proposed coefficients presented in Fig. 3, the GDP changes
tend to stabilize at a 1.5% increase rate for a steady population.

By increasing the absolute value of coefficient α2, the GDP
rates will tend to diminish leveling the values of the GDP.

The rationale for this process is suggested by the
following argument. According to the current estimations,
before 1900, both economic and population growth were
small, approximately 1.3–2.0% for g and 0.6–0.8% annual
increases for p, which was the result of high mortality and
high birth rates. Important theoretical and technological
changes were introduced during the last half of the XIX
Century and beginning of the XX Century, such as imple-
mentation of the vapor machines in industry and transpor-
tation, new vehicles (cars and first airplanes) advances in
theoretical physics, advances in medicine (penicillin and
antibiotics), the use of petroleum as main fuel, and so on.
These advances in technology and knowledge boosted
economic growth, reduced mortality rates and increased
life expectancy, increasing the population, which began its
transition from a labor-intensive agro-rural economy to a
more urban industrial one. But the effect of the two World
Wars, the Cold War, the oil crisis of the 70s, etc., produced a
profound cultural and economic crisis, which stopped or
slowed down both the economy and the birth rates. This
effect was reinforced by the introduction of computation
and automation, which reduced the need for manual
activities, replacing human labor activity for fewer but
highly educated/trained personnel, leading to a steady
decline both in p and g as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. If this
tendency continues, the model predicts a stabilization (or

Fig. 1 – Model for world population (millions inhabitants) and GDP (billions US$), compared to international agencies
projections (from 1850 to 1960, estimated from historical values (see text), from 1960 to 2004 data from international agencies;
from 2005 to 2015 projected values from the same agencies): curves above, population projections: UN data population and
projection: gray circles; population model, black thick line. Curves below GDP data and projections: EIA reference data: gray
squares; model: gray thick line. Initial values T0=1850, final year TF=2100; step size DT=1.0; P0=1.15 billion inhabitants;
G0=0.21 trillion US$. The annual rates are α1=0.3%, α2=−55/ (1018 US$); α3k1=5.2 Hab./US$, β1=3.1%, β2=−2/ (1022 Hab.) Sources
of data population: UN (2004), GDP: EIA (2005).

10 The logistic function dy
dt ¼ by� b

a y
2 has a solution of the type

y ¼ a
1þk exp �btð Þ

. Its derivative is a bell shaped function of the form
yV¼ akb exp �btð Þ

1þk exp �btð Þð Þ2 , with k and a being constants.
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even a decline) level for g and p for the end of this century
and beginning of the next one. But in the same way we had
in the past an important boost due to knowledge accumu-
lation, it is very possible, that at some point in the next
decades a new excitation may boost again the economy
leading to a new phase of population growth, but probably,
first, the fossil fuel energy based economy should shift to a
new form of energy availability.

The role of technological changes in population and
economic growth has been presented in many economical
studies (Schumpeter, 1934; Kozulj, 2003; Kremer, 1993). It is
interesting to note that Schumpeter not only had emphasized
the role of technological progress, but despite the increasing
trends in population and economic growth shown in the late

30s, he had foreseen the decline in capitalist economic growth
due to internal causes, specially the disintegration of the
bourgeois family, which profoundly affect the demographic
trends (described in Schumpeter, 1942).

These three “times” or phases in the demographic transi-
tion are also in agreement with the descriptions of a
“Malthusian regime”, a “Post-Malthusian” and “Modern
Growth” as expressed by Galor and Weil (2000): “In the
Malthusian regime, population growth is positively related to
the level of income per capita. Technological progress is slow
and is proportional to population increase, so GDP per capita is
constant. In the “Post-Malthusian” regime, the growth rates of
technology and GDP are high. Population growth absorbs
much of the growth of output, but income per capita does rise

Fig. 2 – Annual world population changes from 1850 to 2150: data: gray circles; model: black thick line. (a) Annual changes in %;
(b) annual changes inmillion habitants (values for the equations coefficients and source of data and projections same as Fig. 1).
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slowly. The economy endogenously undergoes a demographic
transition in which the positive relationship is reversed”.

3. Model and simulations for energy demand
and carbon emissions

3.1. The model

The identification and understanding of key driving forces
leading to carbon emission into the atmosphere confronts the
researcher to deal with socio-economic variables that lie far
beyond the atmospheric sciences, such as population growth,
grossdomesticproduct, andenergyconsumption, amongothers.
Despite the tremendous effort already developed to properly
capture these matters in a model, there are still many open
questions concerning the main ideas and interacting relations
behind the anthropogenic greenhouse gases emissions.

An important application to themodel described in the above
section is related to the estimation of energy consumption and
global carbon emissions, which requires a better understanding
of population dynamic and GDP growth. As stated above, during
the early 1970s, Commoner et al. (1971), and Ehrlich andHoldren
(1971) proposed the IPAT identity as a first guess to analyze the
driving forces of environmental change. The IPAT calculations
establish that environmental impacts are the product or
combination of three main driving forces: population, affluence
(per-capita consumption or production) and technology (impact
per unit of consumption or production), then

I ¼ P d Ad T: ð5Þ

In this identity, the impact I (i.e. the carbon emissions), is
accounted through the national inventories [tons of CO2],

the population P [hab] is well-documented, the affluence A
is calculated as per-capita gross domestic product [US$/hab],
and T (the effect of technology) is normally solved from this
equation. T also accounts for the efficiency of the emissions
and may be measured as tons of CO2 per US$ of the GDP.
Other authors like Ogawa (1991), Nakicenovic et al. (1993),
Watson et al. (1996), Gürer and Ban (1997), O'Neill et al.
(2000), Waggoner and Ausubel (2002), have proposed or used
similar relations. This identity is sometimes also called Kaya
identity (Kaya, 1990). In a general form, this identity can be
seen as a composition of the following variables and
indicators:

CO2 Emissions

¼ Population d ½ GDP=Populationð Þ d Energy=GDPð Þ� d CO2=Energyð Þ:
ð6Þ

The bracket [.] in Eq. (6) represents the affluence A, and the
most right parenthesis is the emissions' efficiency or T.
Although the idea is simple and linear, the shortcoming of
this identity is that it assumes that the variables are
independent. So, a change in one of them will produce no
effect on the other variable, which is not completely true, as
we have seen in the precedent sections. However, it captures
the main driver forces or state variables of the environmen-
tal impact of human activity. In the same line, York et al.
(2003), and Dietz and Rosa (1997), have proposed a statistical
modification to IPAT, called ImPACT and STIRPAT in the
form of I=aPbAcɛ, where a, b and c are country-dependent
coefficients. The error factor ɛ, represents the uncertainties
in estimating the technological factor.

The International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has
developed several carbon emission scenarios (SRES) as input
data for a global model of atmospheric circulation (IPCC,

Fig. 3 – Annualworld gross domestic product changes (%). Data: gray circles from1890 to 2015;model: black thick line from1850
to 2150 (values for the equations coefficients and source of data and projections same as Fig. 1).
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2000).11 The objective of these models is to estimate the
anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases and conse-
quently the evaluation of possible mitigation and adaptation
strategies.

In all the discussed models, key drivers such as population
and economic output need to be used to estimate the energy
consumption and the emissiondata. In this paper,we estimate
the annual changes in energy consumption e and carbon
emission c assuming a similar behavior in the changes in GDP
and population. Since e and c are strongly coupled to g and p,
we propose a similar set of differential equations as Eq. (3) to
estimate the annual changes in both variables, c and e should
be seen not as competing species but coupled to p and g:

de
dt

¼ e1eþ e2pe
dc
dt

¼ r1cþ r2pc

8><
>: ð7Þ

where ɛ1 is the rate of increase in energy consumption by a
growing economy, in the absence of any other limiting factor; ɛ2
is the energy reduction by spare behaviors. Similar considera-
tions can be said for changes in the carbon emissions, i.e., σ1 is
the increase in carbon emissions for a growing economy; σ2 is
the carbon emission control or reduction through increasing
environmental awareness in the population. A better efficiency
induced by higher purchase possibilities andmore investments
in technology may produce on one side a reduction in

consumption but also may rise consumption due to higher
purchase possibilities, as seen in developed countries.

An important on-going discussion is the determination and
economic valuation of the possible impact of a climate change
due to increasing emission would have on global scale
economy. Stern (2006) suggests a decreasing GDP due to
increasing CO2 emissions. To properly evaluate the impact of
increasing CO2 emissions in the GDP, it would require the
conversion of c in terms of atmospheric CO2 abundances
through an atmospheric model. In fact, strictly speaking, the
carbon atmospheric concentrations, not the emissions, are the
responsible for aneventual climate changeand consequently a
reduction in GDP through losses in production and/or adapta-
tion and mitigation measures. The accumulation and deple-
tion process of CO2 in the atmosphere follows a complex path
through atmosphere–flora–soil and ocean exchange rates.
However as carbon concentration in the atmosphere do
depend of present values of carbon emissions in the medium
run, our model already does include implicitly a feedback
between g and c as it will be described below. To solve Eq. (7) it
is necessary to run simultaneously Eq. (3), thus, obtaining four
differential equations. Thus, we could rewrite the second
equation in Eqs. (3) and (7) as:

dg
dt

¼ b1gþ b2pg
dc
dt

¼ r1cþ r2pc

8><
>: ð8Þ

Reducing p from both equations in Eq. (8), we obtain:

dg
dt

� b1g
� �

=b2g ¼ dc
dt

� r1c
� �

=r2c ð9Þ

dg
g

¼ b2
r2

dc
c
þ b1 �

b2r1
r2

� �
dt: ð10Þ

Fig. 4 – Model output for GDP per capita in Thousands US$/hab., compared to international agencies projections: EIA data
projection (1890–2015): gray circles. Model: gray thick line (1850–2150) (values for the equations coefficients and source of data
and projections same as Fig. 1).

11 The IPCC is organized by theWorldMeteorological Organization
(WMO) and the United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) to
advice the Conference of the Parties of the United Nations
Framework Conventions on Climate Change (UNFCCC) to under-
stand the complex relations and feedbacks concerning the climate
change. Other international initiatives are organized inmanywell-
known programs such as the International Geosphere–Biosphere
Program (IGBP), the International Human Dimensions Program on
Global Change (IHDP) and the Global Carbon Project (GCP).
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We could express the late expression in terms of relative
changes δg and δc for a small period of time Δt (i.e. one year):
dg
g ¼ b2

r2
dc
c þ kDt; being k ¼ b1 � b2r1

r2

� �
, which says that the rela-

tionship between GDP percentage growth changes (dg /g) and
carbon emissions growth rates (dc /c) are interdependent, the
sign andmagnitude of that dependence varies according to the
parameters β1, β2, σ1 and σ2. Assuming positive values for β1
and σ1, which is normally the case for positive growth rates,
and negative values for β2 and σ2, used as control parameters,
it is possible to identify three cases: λ=0, λN0 and λb0.

a) If β1 /β2=σ1 /σ2 then λ=0, and dc
c ¼ r2

b2

dg
g , which is the case

where the changes in carbon emissions (%) follow propor-
tionally the changes in GDP (%), where σ2 /β2 is a carbon
efficiency or a technological conversion factor. If σ2 /β2 is kept
constant, this could be associated to BAU (Business as
usual) cases in Stern (2006).

b) If β1Nβ2σ1 /σ2 then λN0, and dg
g ¼ b2

r2
dc
c þ kDt. λN0 represents

the case where an additional sustainable inversion in better
technology is needed to produce a reduction in the CO2

emissions, compared to the BAU case.
c) If β1bβ2σ1/σ2, then λb0, and dg

g ¼ b2
r2

dc
c þ kDt. A λb0 represents

a declining GDP growth rate (%) due to an increasing carbon
emission growth rate (%), as suggested by Stern (2006).

These three scenarios are positively tested in the sensibil-
ity analysis shown below.

3.2. Simulation results

Fig. 5 shows a representation of world primary energy consump-
tion (EJ; 1Exa Joule=1018 J) andcarbonemissions (Gt; 1Gt=1billion
tons=109 tons), using the proposed model compared to interna-
tional agencies projections (from 1850 to 2004 measured or
estimated values; from 2005 to 2150 projected values). The values

for the coefficient of p and g used in Fig. 5 are the same as of
Figs. 1–4. The coefficients of Eq. (5) are: E0=0.90 EJ, C0=0.21 Gt C,
ɛ1=2.5%, ɛ2=−0.16/(109 Hab.); σ1=2.5%, σ2=−0.19/(109 Hab.).

We have compared the model output to several IPCC-SRES
projected scenarios (IPCC, 2000; Pepper et al., 1992), for popula-
tion (Fig. 6), GDP (Fig. 7), energy (Fig. 8) and carbon emissions
(Fig. 9). As it can be appreciated, the model shows a very good
agreement for EIA projections up to year 2015, but seems to
predict lower rates of GDP. By changing the proper coefficients
(α2, α3k1, and β2) it is possible to obtain GDP growth approaching
to zero. The energy consumption and the carbon emissions of
IPCC scenarios for year 2100 show a high degree of variances. In
this model, we chose an intermediate value consistent with
stabilization in lower rate for g and p.12 As mentioned before, a
better technology and efficiencymay induce to energy reduction
andalso todecreasing carbonemission.Choosingothervaluesof
the control parameters will produce a shift in the maximum
values, producing an early decay or a delay. Probably the carbon
emissions will be reduced in the next decades, as more
investments in cleaner technology are performed and fossil
energy shifts towards other sources of energy generation
followed by a growing environmental awareness.

4. Sensibility analysis

To test the sensibility of the model to uncertainties in the
parameter estimation and to evaluate the different output
scenarios, we performed aMonte Carlo simulation. Theway to
test different scenarios consists in varying the parameters αi,

Fig. 5 – World primary energy consumption (EJ) and world carbon emissions from energy consumption (Gt). EIA energy data
(1970–2015): gray squares; energy model (1850–2150): black thick line. EIA emissions data (1970–2015): gray circles; emissions
model: gray thick line (1850–2150). The coefficients of Eq. (5) are: E0=0.90 EJ, C0=0.21 Gt C, ɛ1=2.5%, ɛ2=−0.16/ (109 Hab.);
σ1=2.5%, σ2=−0.19/ (109 Hab.) (sources of data: EIA, 2005).

12 It must be noted, that by varying the control coefficients a, b,
e, s, it is possible to fit almost all the IPCC scenarios, i.e. more
optimistic, conservative, or pessimistic, similar to the “storyline”
proposed by the SRES scenarios.
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βi, ɛi, and σi randomly using a Gaussian deviation. First, we
select a set of values for the coefficients, which, for example
matches the data and some reference model, i.e., the
projections of the international statistics. Secondly, we
added some randomnoise to the parameters, whose variances
are increased proportionally with increasing time span: being
0% at 2000 up to 150% in year 2150 respect to the initial value.
Finally, we compute the mean values, maximum and mini-
mum values; and ±1 standard deviation, of population, gross
domestic product, primary energy consumptions and carbon
emissions for each run. Thismeans that these parameters will
change year after year in a random way with an increasing

variance, which corresponds to an increasing uncertainty, as
the projections move forward from current knowledge. By
running it several times, the simulation explores different
possible combinations of parameter changes. As a result,
depending on the chosen variances it is possible to obtain all
SRES IPCC Scenarios.

It must be noted that the results shown in Figs. 6–9 (for
population, GDP, energy and emissions dynamics respective-
ly) do not represent necessarily our best guess, since we
choose as initial model the Reference projection of EIA. It can
be further discussed which is the most acceptable set of
values, but, aswith the IPCC SRES, the selectionwill depend on

Fig. 6 – Results for population (million habitants) projection (1990–2100) compared to IPCC SRESModels. Thismodel: black thick
line. Other symbols: IPCC projections for six different SRES (source of SRES: IPCC, 2000).

Fig. 7 – Results for world GDP (billion US$) projection (1990–2100) compared to IPCC SRES models. This model: black thick line.
Other symbols: IPCC projections for six different SRES (source of SRES: IPCC, 2000).
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the modelers' criteria based on available information. How-
ever, the present study does show that conceptually and
mathematically the model describes the dynamic and inter-
actions in population, economic output, energy consumption
and carbon emissions. It also shows that it is able to capture a
wide range of different scenarios with a set of simple coupled
equations.

5. Conclusions

The on-going world demographic transition experienced since
the beginning of the last century has mobilized demographers
and social scientists to explain the causes of such transition, but
also to foresee the impact such changes may have on the

economy, labor, natural resources availability and emissions to
the environment.

In this paper, we propose a set of ordinary differential
equations for competing species to explain population dynam-
ics, economic growth, energy consumption and carbon emis-
sions. This system dynamic model is well known in the
biological, ecological and environmental literature (as prey–
predator or competing species) and has also been applied in
other fields, like economics.These relationsexplain thechanges
in population of two species and are expressed in several forms,
which include explicit functional responses, a carrying capacity
or logistic growth functions. In this model, the inclusion of an
additional function to the simplest LVR relations represents the
influence that technological and cultural changes have on the
population dynamic and economic growth.

Fig. 8 – Model output for world primary energy consumption (EJ) (1990–2100) compared to IPCC SRESmodels: this model: black
thick line. Other symbols: IPCC projections for six different SRES (source of SRES: IPCC, 2000).

Fig. 9 – Model output for world carbon emissions (Gt) (1990–2100) compared to IPCC SRES projections: this model: black thick
line. Other symbols: IPCC estimations for six different SRES (source of SRES: IPCC, 2000).
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The results of the model not only fits reasonably well the
data or projections of international agencies (UN, EIA), but also
explains in a simple mathematical way the transitional
changes in population or economy.

Additionally, we have applied the above model to estimate
world energy demand and carbon emissions to the atmo-
sphere, by adding two extra differential equations to those
representing the population and economy annual changes.
The model calculations were compared to several agencies
projections (IPCC, EIA), leading to comparable results, and
obtaining similar scenarios outputs.

Thus, the value of the present model is not only the ability
to reproduce in a wide ranges the current projections, but also
to capture conceptually in a simplemathematically formalism
the present transitional trends in population, economy,
energy demand and carbon emissions.

Finally, it is important to note that world mean values hide
big differences among regions and group of countries.
However, the application of the model on a group of countries
or regions, i.e. North America, Europe, Asia, Latin America,
give also similar good fits as presented for the world mean
values. Next studies will be oriented towards the consider-
ation of regional geographical distributed information of GDP,
population, energy consumption, and carbon emissions. Some
studies performed on urban centers based on a geographical
information system (GIS) (Puliafito, 2002, 2004, 2007) show
similar behavior, and the set of proposed equations seems to
fit also very well. In further research, we will explore the
adaptability of these equations for several urban centers and
dense populated areas.
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